MARCANTO TREND Oak Weiss

Easy to maintain
surface.
Innovo NATUR oil.

Naturalness that you can feel with every step
is the trend for parquet and natural floors.
Beautifully matt, oiled surfaces with every
pore visible. At the same time, the floor should
be hard-wearing and take the challenges of
everyday life in its stride. Which is why our
customers benefit from the exclusive tilo
surface Innovo NATUR oil. It combines the
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tangible organic feel of oiled surfaces with
the durability and ease of maintenance of
varnish.
This innovative surface continues to increase in
popularity thanks to its many advantages. It is
now on all #PARQUET collections and oiled real
wood designs.

tilo makes
the perfect
combination.

FROM THE GROUND UP

No compromises.
Surface treatments protect the bare wood,
change its appearance and affect its functional
properties and the type of care it will require.
Each customer will use his or her floor for
particular purposes and those types of use will
be the decisive factor when determining the
"right" surface treatment in each case.

You can also find our Innovo NATUR oil surfaces
in our partners' showrooms – just look for this
symbol:

Information about the properties help cus
tomers to make the right decision. tilo has
managed to achieve something very special in
this regard with Innovo NATUR oil, as it combines
the main advantages of oil and varnish. The
result is beautifully matt and natural-feeling
floors which are also easy to maintain and hardwearing.

A comparison of the cross sections reveals the following:
Varnish forms a closed
protective film over the
wood surface, providing
ideal protection against
damage.

Innovo NATUR oil

Varnish

Cross section

Cross section

Oil

Cross section

Oil penetrates into the
pores of the wood. This
creates a natural look that
accentuates the pores.
Innovo NATUR oil
penetrates into the pores,
but also deposits a closed
film over the surface of the
wood, making it more hardwearing while retaining the
natural look.
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INNOVO NATUR OIL

Advantages.
Matt elegance.
Innovo NATUR oil is an invisible layer
on your floor. It accentuates the grain,
the surface remains matt and natural.
In contrast to standard market matt
varnishes and NATUR oils, our surface
excels when it comes to the degree of
gloss.
Glossy

Matt/
natural
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Degree of gloss: from glossy (high)
to matt natural (low)
on brushed wood surfaces

Standard
market
matt VARNISH
surfaces

Standard
market
NATUR OIL
surfaces
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Developed in Austria.
We understand floors 'from the
ground up' and know what it takes
to get the best out of wood. Innovo
NATUR oil has been produced using
decades of expertise and passion
from the heart of Austria.

tilo Innovo
NATUR oil
surface

Quick & easy care.
Innovo NATUR oil penetrates into the
floor. This means that dry and wet
cleaning are no problem: the floor can
be used again after a short amount of
time and can be cleaned without the
need for complex machines.

MARCANTO TREND Oak Fels

Hard-wearing.
Innovo NATUR oil forms a deep
protective layer. This make the floor
more robust. It is highly resistant to
scratches, abrasion and wear.

Naturally good.
90% of the oil is based on natural
raw materials and has been tested
and approved according to Austrian
ÖNORM standards. This makes
Innovo NATUR oil ideal for ensuring
your floors look beautiful and remain
robust for many years to come.

MARCANTO TREND Oak Fels

Did you know that...
... there's more than meets the eye to
Innovo NATUR oil, developed by tilo?
It's a real star surface.

Matt elegance

Developed in Austria

Innovo NATUR
oil

Hard-wearing

Quick & easy care

Natural
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